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ABSTRACT 
A key challenge in studying complex microbial communities in natural, controlled and 
engineered environments is the development of a label-free, high throughput technique to 
enable rapid, in-line monitoring of the structure and function of microbiomes sensitive to 
perturbations. Here, a novel multidimensional flow cytometry based method has been 
demonstrated to monitor and rapidly characterize the dynamics of the complex anaerobic 
microbiome associated with perturbations in external environmental factors.  
The present study indicates that an autocorrelation analysis between diverging 
microbial communities is a simple and rapid tool to monitor perturbations in anaerobic 
systems due to addition of various carbon sources. Exploiting multiple measurable 
dimensions in flow cytometry such as cell size (FSC or forward scatter), cell 
granularity/morphology (SSC or side scatter) and autofluorescence (corresponding to the 
same excitation/emission wavelength as in AmCyan standard dye), it is possible to monitor 
and rapidly characterize the dynamics of the complex anaerobic microbiome associated with 
perturbations in external environmental factors. Further, it is also possible to quantitatively 
discriminate between divergent microbiomes, in a manner analogous to community 
fingerprinting techniques using automated ribosomal intergenic spacer analysis (ARISA). 
While ARISA measures diversity at the genomic level and flow cytometry measures diversity 
at the morphological level, there was an observed correspondence between the two measures 
at the phylum-level.  
The present study also suggests that machine learning algorithms can be fruitful in the 
classification of cytometric fingerprints. With a limited dataset from the carbon source 
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perturbed anaerobic microbiome, several machine learning algorithms were found to be fast 
and comparable in accuracy to traditional microbial ecology statistical analysis. A comparison 
between different algorithms based on predictive capabilities suggested that Deep Learning 
(DL) was best at predicting overall community but Distributed Random Forest (DRF) was 
best for predicting the most important putative microbial group(s) in the anaerobic digesters 
viz. Methanogens. The utility of flow cytometry based method has also been demonstrated in 
a fully functional industry scale anaerobic digester to distinguish between microbiome 
compositions caused by varying the hydraulic retention time (HRT). Potential utility of the 
proposed methodology has been demonstrated for monitoring the syntrophic resilience of the 
anaerobic microbiome perturbed under nanotoxicity.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Microbiomes rule the world! 
The microbiome plays an important role in maintaining health and wellness in plants 
(Chaparro et al., 2012), animals (Henderson et al., 2015) and humans (Balskus, 2016). To 
achieve foundational changes in our understanding of health and wellness, and agricultural 
and environmental sustainability, there is a recognized need to advance our understanding of 
the key players in our ecosystems, viz. microbial communities (Tilman et al., 2011). 
Perturbations in the structure and function of a microbiome are now recognized as an 
important step in the etiology of infectious disease (Balskus, 2016; Stappenbeck and Virgin, 
2016). The role of soil microbes in bio-geo-chemical nutrient cycling (Faure et al., 2009; 
Hirsch and Fujishige, 2012) and the disruption of ecosystem functionality due to changes in 
the soil microbiota has been well recognized (Q. Li et al., 2016). In the sphere of animal 
agriculture, ruminant animals are vital component of our food systems, and the rumen 
microbiome plays a vital role in controlling effective conversion of animal feed to animal 
protein (El Akkad et al., 1966; Henderson et al., 2015). Last, but not the least, many disease 
states caused by microbes like C. difficile (Lyerly et al., 1985) and P. aeruginosa (Stieritz and 
Holder, 1975) in human health have their etiology in perturbations of the native, commensal 
microbiome. Since a resilient microbiome is considered an integral part of environmental, 
agricultural and human ecosystems, there is a need to enhance our understanding of it’s basic 
biological mechanisms and principles.  
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1.2. The anaerobic microbiome 
In today’s era of sustainable energy sources, production of energy from wastes is an 
essential component (Angenent et al., 2004). Anaerobic bioreactors are a prominent source of 
bioenergy (Pandit et al., 2015) commonly employed for the treatment of wastewaters, the 
stabilization of sludges, and the treatment of hazardous and solid waste streams (Dhoble and 
Pullammanappallil, 2014). A healthy and functioning microbiome is considered crucial to the 
stability and performance of anaerobic bioreactors and their functional stability is governed by 
dynamic interaction within these microbial communities (Jeffrey J Werner et al., 2011). 
Anaerobic digestion is a process in which syntrophic consortia of microorganisms break down 
organic material in the absence of oxygen to produce biogas, a mixture of methane and carbon 
dioxide (Manyi-Loh et al., 2013). The digestion process begins with bacterial hydrolysis of 
the input materials in order to break down insoluble organic polymers such as carbohydrates 
and make them available for utilization by microbial consortia. Higher in the hierarchy, large 
organic chain molecules such as cellulose and starch are broken down into simpler sugars and 
monomers by hydrolyzers. Acidogenic bacteria then convert the sugars and amino acids into 
carbon dioxide, hydrogen, ammonia, and organic acids. Acetogenic bacteria then convert 
these resulting organic acids into acetic acid, along with additional ammonia, hydrogen, and 
carbon dioxide as shown in Figure 1-1 (Dhoble, 2009). In the absence of methanogens, 
fermentation products, volatile organic acids and hydrogen build-up. This build-up retards the 
overall degradative process causing a decrease in pH which inhibits growth and stops 
fermentation. The overall role of methanogenesis in the biosphere is to complete the 
degradation process by removal of inhibitory fermentation products (Boone et al., 1993). 
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Figure 1-1. Anaerobic digestion process (Jeffrey J Werner et al., 2011). 
 
1.3. Need for a microbiome characterization tool for anaerobic digesters 
There is no simple, in-line, cost effective method available to distinguish between the 
bioreactors that perform well from those that perform inadequately (Leitão et al., 2006). 
Because of this there is a general perception that anaerobic bioreactors are unreliable or 
unstable (Amani et al., 2010). In order to monitor and characterize perturbations in the 
structure and function of a microbiome, there is a need to develop tools that measure 
microbiome features beyond genomic or functional diversity (Müller and Nebe-von-Caron, 
2010). The strict anaerobic requirements are an impediment to culture based studies of 
underlying microbial communities (Koch et al., 2014c). It has been demonstrated previously 
that microbial communities in anaerobic bioreactors can be characterized using molecular 
probes (Raskin et al., 1995). However the complexity arising from probe design, 
characterization and availability of rRNA sequences make this approach difficult to 
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implement in an online monitoring system. There is a demand for the quick, simple and 
effective method for monitoring the structure and function of the bioreactor microbial 
communities (Kinet et al., 2016).  
Low cost next generation sequencing (NGS) is not high throughput enough to resolve 
dynamic changes in the structure of the microbiome over time (Yu et al., 2015). Flow 
cytometry can provide this information in a high throughput manner since its fast, inline, 
automated, permits sample labeling, and requires small sample volumes and minimal sample 
preparation (Müller and Nebe-von-Caron, 2010). It also requires low capital investment, has 
low per sample cost, produces rich high-dimensional information and is capable of sorting and 
classifying a sample (Koch et al., 2014d). 
1.4. Overview and goals of this work 
Here, a novel methodology has been demonstrated using multiple flow cytometry 
signals: cell size (FSC or forward scatter), cell granularity/morphology (SSC or side scatter) 
and autofluorescence (corresponding to the same excitation/emission wavelength as in 
AmCyan standard dye) towards a high-throughput tool to assess microbial community 
structure and dynamics. This approach has the potential to open the door for rapid, label free 
monitoring and characterizing dynamics of the microbial communities in natural as well as 
engineered environments.  
The central hypothesis of this work is that flow cytometry can classify microbial 
consortia based on characteristics such as viability, metabolic activity, and morphology. The 
rationale for the proposed methodology is that the combinations of these characteristics form 
unique ‘cytometric fingerprints’ (Koch et al., 2014c) that can complement existing 
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technologies (Park et al., 2005) and may facilitate rapid characterization of the dynamics of 
microbial communities. The goal of this study is to demonstrate the potential usefulness and 
sensitivity of a novel multi-dimensional flow cytometry based method to allow rapid high-
throughput characterization of the dynamics of microbial community evolution and 
intracommunity dynamics. Using anaerobic microbial consortia perturbed with controlled 
addition of carbon sources (Owen et al., 1979), the microbial diversity information obtained 
from established culture-independent technique like ARISA (Fisher and Triplett, 1999) has 
been demonstrated to be comparable with flow cytometry based analysis. Furthermore, the 
flow cytometry along with non-invasive autofluorescence based method has been 
demonstrated to potentially detect and classify (type) microbial consortia in an industrial scale 
anaerobic digester operated at varying HRTs, which can provide high throughput 
microbiological bioprocess evaluation and appropriate in-line as well as off-line intervention 
strategies in bioprocess industries. 
Objectives of this study were to: 
1. Create controlled perturbation in model ecosystem and determine if flow cytometry 
can facilitate rapid characterization of dynamics of complex microbiome.  
2. Compare flow cytometry to traditional culture-independent techniques like ARISA. 
3. Determine if machine learning can be fruitful in the classification of flow cytometry 
samples.  
4. Demonstrating applications of proposed methodology in detectecting changes in the 
microbial community at different HRTs in industrial biodigeters, evaluating 
nanotoxicity and bioprocess design.  
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1.5. Organization of this work 
The work that resulted from these objectives is presented in several sections. In Chapter 2, 
overview of the existing microbiome characterization technologies has been discussed. In 
Chapter 3, the specific methodology used for the experiments and analysis has been presented. 
The results of these studies and its comparison with tradition culture independent technique 
have been discussed in Chapter 4. Some of the aspects of Chapter 3 and 4 have been 
published in the Bioresource Technology, Volume 220, November 2016, Pages 566–571. 
Chapter 5 explores the applications of machine learning in flow cytometry data analysis. The 
applications of the proposed methodology have been demonstrated in Chapter 6. Finally in 
Chpater 7, an overall evaluation of the research and suggestions for its extension has been 
offered.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Background 
Anaerobic digestion is a microbial process in which syntrophic consortia of 
microorganisms break down organic material in the absence of oxygen to produce biogas a 
mixture of methane and carbon dioxide (Boone et al., 1993). Traditional methods of microbial 
analysis include culture-type techniques such as microscopy, plating and counting etc.  
However the strict anaerobic requirements are an impediment to culture based studies of 
underlying microbial communities in the anaerobic bioreactors (Raskin et al., 1995). There is 
a need for an ideal tool to monitor the structure and function of the anaerobic bioreactor 
microbial communities that will be a real time method that is quick, simple and effective. 
Owing to the fact that most of the microorganisms are not cultivatable in the lab with 
current cultivation methods, a small portion of the microbial communities are known, and the 
ecology information revealed by cultivation-based methods is restricted. On the other hand, 
molecular techniques that can measure cell DNA and RNA are more direct and robust and can 
furnish useful information about the structure (who they are), function (what they do), and 
dynamics (how they change through space and time). 
2.2. Molecular microbial ecology methods for microbial community structure analysis 
Even though most of the contemporary techniques and technologies analyze marker 
genes, 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene has been almost exclusively used as marker gene in 
studies of microbial communities, either community composition or population dynamics, 
microbial community profiling is also commonly used to evaluate and compare different 
microbiomes. The ones that have been used include terminal restriction fragment length 
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polymorphism (T-RFLP), single strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP), and denaturing 
gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE). 
 
Figure 2-1. Oveview of molecular analysis tools for anaerobic systems. 
 
2.2.1. 16S rRNA based techniques 
 
Because of the common acceptance of 16S rRNA as the marker for phylogenetic studies 
of microbiomes, a variety of 16S rRNA-based techniques have been developed and applied to 
microbial ecology studies in the area of anaerobic digestion. Cloning library of PCR-amplified 
16S rRNA gene, a fragment or the entire gene, followed by traditional sequencing has been 
used for decades in microbial community studies (Nelson et al., 2011). However, because this 
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polymorphism (T-RFLP), single strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP), and denaturing 
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traditional sequencing approach sequences individual clones one by one, which is costly and 
time consuming, it does not support detailed analysis to reveal the true microbial composition 
and diversity, especially when multiple samples are analyzed. Recent advancement and 
decreasing cost of the next-generation sequencing technologies made this method quite 
obsolete. 
2.2.2. Terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP) 
T-RFLP entails amplification of a region of the 16S rRNA gene using primers labeled 
with a fluorescent dye at 5’ end, digestion using one or two restriction endonuclease, and 
sizing one or both terminal restriction fragments using Sanger sequencers. T-RFLP has been 
successfully used to investigate both the archaeal (Yang et al., 2013b) and bacterial 
communities ((Westerholm et al., 2011)) in different anaerobic digestion systems. The 
terminal restriction fragments can be quantified based on the intensity of the fluorescence 
signal, but such quantification is not accurate because of PCR bias. 
2.2.3. Single strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) 
 
SSCP is another method to profile microbial community. It is based on the principle that 
single-strand DNA fragments of the same length but different sequences can form different 
secondary structures, which affect migration during gel electrophoresis and allow separation 
of different fragments (Orita et al., 1989). SSCP has been used to investigate the 
methanogenic community in several anaerobic digestion systems (Leclerc et al., 2004), but it 
is not used as commonly as DGGE (Hori et al., 2006).  
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2.2.4. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) 
 
 Like SSCP, DGGE is also based on migration differences among 16S rRNA gene 
amplicons of the same length but different sequences. Different from SSCP, DGGE analyzes 
double stranded DNA fragments. It possible to combine samples that were extracted at 
different times within one gel and hence it is an extremely effective tool for assessing the 
ways in which microbial communities change over a given period of time (Turker et al., 
2016a). DGGE is one of the commonly used techniques to screen clone libraries DGGE has 
been widely used for microbial community studies in anaerobic digestion systems because of 
its simplicity and rapidness, even after NGS technologies are increasingly affordable 
(Zamanzadehn et al., 2013). It should also be noted that a recent study showed that DGGE 
profiles concurred with the detailed community profiles of microbial communities in several 
digesters that were determined using 454 pyrosequencing (Nelson, 2011). In studies that 
involve a large number of samples, DGGE can be a useful tool to profile all the samples to 
identify representative samples to be further analyzed by deep sequencing (Nelson, 2011). 
Even though the band excision is a powerful feature of DGGE, a band will consist of 150–
200-bp DNA, which makes it challenging for a phylogenetic analysis. Furthermore, co-
migration of bands also will give a poor identification in the sequencing (Aydin et al., 2015).  
2.2.5. Automated ribosomal intergenic spacer analysis (ARISA) 
ARISA constitutes an elegant tool to study microbial diversity. There are very few 
studies on anaerobic bioreactors with direct utilization of ARISA. The changes in δ13CH4 
and archaeal community structure have been monitored during mesophilic methanization of 
municipal solid waste indicating shifts in archaeal communities (Qu et al., 2009a). Recently 
Limam et al., 2013 have utilized ARISA in evaluation of biodegradability of phenol and 
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bisphenol-A during mesophilic and thermophilic municipal solid waste anaerobic digestion 
using 13C-labeled contaminants. However both of these studies has mentioned about the 
biases that ARISA may introduce in their conclusions due to under or over estimation of 
diversity.  
2.2.6. Limitations of traditional culture independent techniques 
The major limitation of SSCP, T-RFLP, DGGE and ARISA lies in the difficulty to 
obtain sequence information of the 16S rRNA gene fragments. Nevertheless, despite of their 
limitations, these three profiling methods can be still useful to obtain a snapshot of the 
microbial communities from large number of samples. 
2.2.7. Next generation sequencing 
The development of the so-called next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies 
makes it possible to reveal ‘who’s there? in anaerobic bioreactors by employing massive 
parallel sequencing. NGS technologies can produces millions of sequencing reads in a single 
instrument run. The two most popular NGS technologies in use are 454 pyrosequencing and 
the Illumina sequencing on HiSeq and MiSeq platforms (Illumina). Although differing in 
sequencing principle, a recent study suggested that both methods were suitable in quantitative 
analysis of microbial communities and produced similar results on the same microbial 
community (Luo et al., 2012). By directly comparing the sequencing datasets obtained from 
these two sequencing methods on the same microbial community, the authors reported that the 
results obtained from the two platform agreed on over 90% of the assembled countings and 
89% of the unassembled reads as well as on the estimated gene and genome abundance in the 
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samples (Luo et al., 2012). The major reported disadvantages of these techniques are that they 
are very expensive.  
2.3. Molecular microbial ecology methods for microbial community function analysis 
Although SSCP, DGGE, T-RFLP, ARISA and NGS are useful tools in profiling the 
microbial community in the anaerobic bioreactors, they do not support accurate quantification 
of individual populations. Hence in an effort to answer the question “how many are there?” 
investigators have employed various other techniques as described below:  
2.3.1. Quantitative real-time PCR 
 
Quantitative Real-Time PCR (qPCR) is used to quantify genes, which can help in the 
evaluation of microbial structure as well as function. Order-specific primers have been 
demonstrated for commonly witnessed methanogens in anaerobic digestion (Yu et al., 2005), 
or genera-specific primers for methanoculleus, methanosarcina, and methanothermobacter 
(Franke-Whittle et al., 2009). Genus-specific primers targeting 16S rRNA of hydrolytic 
bacteria clostridium and syntrophic acetogen syntrophomonas were also used in qPCR to 
investigate the spatial distribution of these genera in different compartments of a plug flow 
digester (Talbot et al., 2010). While this technique can be used to quantify abundance or 
expression of gene of interest, it has been argued to not give any information on identity of 
organism being quantified.   
2.3.2. Microarrays 
 
Microarrays have been proven to be used as a biosensor (Burja et al., 2003). They have 
been shown to enhance the understanding of the microbial communities in regard to structure, 
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function and dynamics to enhance methane production. While they are good for quickly 
determining the presence and relative abundance of genes of interest, it’s reported to be quite 
expensive to analyze.   
2.3.3. Stable isotope probing (SIP) 
 
Stable isotope probing (SIP) has been shown to recover the labeled DNA fraction from 
methane and methanol assimilation (Radajewski et al., 2000). The technique allows for 
functional detection of microbial groups. The major reported advantage for this technique is 
that it can be used concurrently with FISH for detecting ammonia oxidation in anaerobic 
sludges (Wanger and Loy 2002).  
2.3.4. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) 
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) is a useful molecular technique to 
quantitatively identify a microbial community. The technique involves rapid fixation of 
samples post extraction in order to preserve the cell morphology of the microbial communities 
involved. After extraction, samples are washed and hybridized using oligonucleotide probes 
that are specific to the gene sequences of the cells involved. Fluorescent dye is used to label 
the oligonucleotide probes so that they can be observed under a fluorescence microscope 
(Turker et al., 2016a) .  FISH has been used to observe the spatial distribution of archaeal and 
bacterial cells in anaerobic digesters (Angenent et al., 2004; Yamada et al., 2005). A 
combination of FISH and microautoradiography (FISH-MAR), FISH-SIP and microarrays 
have been used to evaluate microbial structure and function (Ariesyady et al., 2007; Ho et al., 
2013). The main claimed advantage of FISH is its ability to localize the specific group of 
interest.   
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2.3.5. Phospholipid fatty acid (PLFA) 
Phospholipid fatty acid (PLFA) profiling has been used in other habitats, but its 
application to the microbial communities in biodigesters has not explored much in the 
literature. Only one study has been reported in the literature that investigated changes of 
microbial community under different operation conditions in anaerobic digestion 
(Schwarzenauer and Illmer, 2012). One of the important reason could be archaea cannot be 
detected with PLFA. Since methanogenic archaea plays a crucial role in anaerobic 
bioreactors, PLFA would definitely underestimate the diversity in this system. 
2.4. Future prospects 
The future work in this area will primarily be concentrated along the development of a 
real time, quick, simple and effective method for monitoring the structure and function of the 
anaerobic bioreactor using the direct detection of specific genes or gene products within single 
microbial cells by advanced FISH techniques. To the best of my knowledge such a 
comprehensive study on single cell identification of microbes by detecting signature regions 
in their rRNA molecules using Flow-FISH and comparison of microbial community 
morphology obtained from flow cytometry with microbial diversity information obtained 
from ARISA does not exist for anaerobic digesters. The methodology also is novel to such 
studies, and has the potential to yield informative models for understanding and engineering 
the function of other complex microbial communities, such as in the human gut, soils and 
oceans. 
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Figure 2-2. Comparison of processing timeline for NGS (~14 h)  vs flow cytometry (~1 h) indicating NGS is not high 
throughput enough to resolve dynamic changes in the structure of the microbiome over time while flow cytometry can 
provide this information in a high throughput manner. 
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3. Rapid characterization of microbiome dynamics using flow cytometry 
In this section, a multidimensional, multi-parameter flow cytometry based method has 
been demonstrated using anaerobic microbial consortia perturbed with the controlled addition 
of various carbon sources. Utility of autocorrelation function commonly seen in time series 
data has been demonstrated using multiple flow cytometry signals towards a high-throughput 
tool to assess microbial community structure and dynamics. A novel methodology presented 
here has a potential to benefit research community in various fields of life sciences and 
microbial ecology.  
3.1. Background 
 The model microbial community used here is from the operational anaerobic digesters 
in the wastewater treatment plant. The rationale behind selecting this as a model ecosystem is 
because it’s an active, interactive community rather than just a combination of different 
microbes. Performance of anaerobic bioreactors and their functional stability is governed by 
dynamic interaction within these microbial communities. The metabolic process of anaerobic 
digestion can be divided into four sequential steps: hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis, and 
methanogenesis (Christy et al., 2014). Additional pathways are involved in nutrient removal 
(i.e. the formation of inorganic nitrogenous and sulfurous species such as ammonia and 
hydrogen sulfide) which compete for the intermediates of methane production (i.e. volatile 
fatty acids) (Volmer et al., 2015). The controlled perturbations can be created by addition of 
various microbiome preferred carbon sources at each stage of anaerobic digestion 
(Gunaseelan, 1997). The first step of anaerobic digestion is hydrolysis, which depicts the 
breakdown of large organic particulates and macromolecules like cellulose into soluble 
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macromolecular compounds like glucose (Siegert and Banks, 2005). The second step of 
anaerobic digestion is acidogenesis: the further breakdown of soluble organics into volatile 
fatty acids (VFAs) by various bacterial species (Chen, 2010). The hydrolysis step can be 
depicted with controlled addition of glucose as demonstrated previously (Akunna et al., 1993). 
Through acetogenesis, which can be depicted with controlled addition of butyric acid or 
propionic acid, various intermediate volatile fatty acid compounds are converted into acetic 
acid and other single-carbon compounds (Akunna et al., 1993). Finally, in the methanogenesis 
step, acetoclastic methanogens convert acetic acid into methane and carbon dioxide by acetate 
decarboxylation, while other methanogens convert hydrogen and carbon dioxide into methane 
(Daniels, 1984). The acetoclastic methanogenesis can be depicted with the controlled addition 
of acetic acid (Chen, 2010). The microbial communities that perform each of these four steps 
of anaerobic digestion can be highly transient, and can vary considerably with minor shifts in 
operating conditions; hence there is a need for a promising routine on-site methodology 
suitable for the detection of stability/variation/disturbance of complex microbial communities 
involved in anaerobic digesters (Kinet et al., 2016). 
For analyzing microbial community dyanamics in anaerobic systems using cytometric 
fingerprinting, four tools have been proposed thus far: Dalmatian Plot (Bombach et al., 2011), 
Cytometric Histogram Image Comparison (CHIC) (Koch et al., 2013a), Cytometric Barcoding 
(CyBar) (Koch et al., 2014c), and FlowFP (Rogers and Holyst, 2009). The Dalmatian Plot 
have been shown to be most sensitive to operator impact but still considered useful for 
providing an overview on community shifts. CHIC, CyBar, and FlowFP showed less operator 
dependence and gave highly resolved information on community structure variation on 
different detection levels (Koch et al., 2014c). All these tools are based on 2 dimensional 
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cytometric fingerprints. The methodology proposed in this section is addressed ‘novel’ 
because it is based on 3 dimensional flow cytometry signals viz. cell size (FSC or forward 
scatter), cell granularity/morphology (SSC or side scatter) and autofluorescence 
(corresponding to the same excitation/emission wavelength as in AmCyan standard dye).  
3.2. Materials and methods 
3.2.1. Source of anaerobic culture and controlled perturbations  
 
Samples of the anaerobic microbial communities were collected from the mesosphilic 
anaerobic digester of Urbana and Champaign Sanitary District (UCSD), Urbana, IL as shown 
in the Figure 3-1. Laboratory cultures were setup to enrich the community with different 
carbon sources to introduce biases in the underlying microbial communities. The cultures 
were incubated in Corning No.1460, 250 ml serum bottles. In each serum bottle, 100 ml of 
inoculum and the corresponding nutrient solution was added. Each bottle was fed with 2000 
mg/L COD of glucose (GLUC), cellulose (CELL), propionate (PROP), butyrate (BUTY), 
acetate (ACET) and waste activated sludge (SLUD).  
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Figure 3-1. Arial view of UCSD's wastewater treatment plant showing source of anaerobic culture. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-2. Experimental set-up showing biogas assays. 
The contents of the bottles were sparged with nitrogen gas for about five minutes before 
sealing. Bottles were sealed with butyl rubber serum caps and crimped with aluminum seals of 
appropriate size. The sealed bottles were incubated at 35±2
o
C. Each experiment was 
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conducted in triplicate accompanied with controls containing only inoculated medium. In all 
cases, biogas production was measured every 24 h using a water displacement column. After 
gas measurement the reactors were shaken once a day manually. Moisture content, total and 
particulate volatile solids, soluble chemical oxygen demand and pH were measured according 
to Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (APHA, 1998). The peak 
day samples correspond to the maximum biogas production observed as shown in the Figures 
3-5, 3-6, and 3-7. Samples with no additional carbon sources were represented as NONE_0 
for the zero day sample and NONE_2 and NONE_5 for peak biogas day and fifth day samples 
respectively. The experimental design has been shown in the Figure 3-3. 
3.2.2. Flow cytometric analysis  
 
Samples of the anaerobic microbial communities were collected from each serum bottle 
via a syringe with a 18 gauge needle every 24 h following a biogas measurement. Initial 
sample (NONE_0) was the same for all the assays, which was the fresh inoculum collected 
from UCSD. 750 μL of sample from each serum bottle was strained prior to flow cytometry 
using BD Falcon 12x75 mm Tube with Cell Strainer Cap having a 35 um nylon mesh 
(Catalog No. 352235). The strained samples were suspended in PBS-1X. Analyses were 
performed immediately on a Bio-sciences LSR II Flow Cytometry Analyzer. The excitation 
laser was tuned for 405-nm. Autofluorescence was measured as light passing a 450/50 PMT B 
band pass filter with no long pass dichroic mirror. Signals were amplified with a 4-decade log 
amplifier and collected at a rate of approximately 1000-events/s. Total numbers of events 
collected were 100,000 for each sample.  
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Figure 3-3. Experimental design. 
 
3.2.3. Statistical analysis 
 
For the analysis of flow cytometry data, the .fcs files obtained from a Biosciences LSR 
II Flow Cytometry Analyzer were imported and the various distance matrices were calculated 
using Root Mean Square Distance (RMSD) analysis. A 3D structure based on the FSC-A, 
SSC-A and Autofluorescence-A data was created and a bin number of 50 were defined along 
each dimension as shown in the Figure 3-4. Data visualization and ordination analyses were 
conducted using R programming language. The data from six equally spaced time points was 
utilized to do an autocorrelation analysis on the flow cytometry data.  A vector that consists of 
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the distances from the NONE_0 sample was assembled all the way through the 5d samples for 
every carbon source, for each replicate. For a given carbon source, the matrix containing the 
time series data was obtained for that particular replicate. 
 
 
Figure 3-4. RMSD 3D visualization showing binning strategy along each dimension. 
 
3.3. Results and discussion 
3.3.1. Trends in biogas production depicting controlled perturbations  
The cumulative and differential biogas productions of putative hydrolyzers and 
acidogens fed with CELL and GLUC, respectively, have been shown in the Figure 3-5. 
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Putative hydrolyzers reached the peak biogas production of 271.33 mL of 430 mL cumulative 
on day 2 while putative acidogens reached the peak biogas production of 146.33 mL on day 1 
itself; cumulative biogas production over 5 days was 264.17 mL. The delay in reaching the 
peak biogas production for putative hydrolyzers compared to putative aciodgens can be 
attributed to the fact that hydrolysis is generally considered having a slow reaction rates and is 
therefore considered as the rate-limiting step of anaerobic digestion (Brummeler et al., 2007). 
Hydrolysis rates are dependent upon biomass concentration, extracellular enzyme production, 
substrate concentration, and the substrate’s specific surface area and difficulties with 
hydrolysis can be partly attributed to a feed material’s large particle size (Siegert and Banks, 
2005). Acidogenesis on the other hand represents breakdown of easily soluble organics like 
glucose into butyric acid, propionic acid, and acetic acid by various bacterial species of 
Clostridium, Enterobacter, Syntrophobacter, and others (Chen, 2010). Figure 3-6 shows the 
cumulative and differential biogas productions for putative acetogens. PROP reached the peak 
biogas production of 114.67 mL on day 2 while BUTY took 4 days to reach its biogas 
production of 47.33 mL. The cumulative biogas production for BUTY (121.33 mL) was also 
less than that of PROP (252 mL). These results demonstrate that the community might favor 
propionate-utilizing acetogens (genera Smithllela, Syntrophobacter, and Pelotomaculum) over 
butyrate utilizing acetogens (genera Syntrophus and Syntrophomonas). Genomic analysis of 
total community data might resolve this divergence. 
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Figure 3-5. Cumulative (top) and differential (bottom) biogas production for putative hydrolyzers and acidogens. 
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Figure 3-6. Cumulative (top) and differential (bottom) biogas production for putative acetogens. 
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Figure 3-7. Cumulative (top) and differential (bottom) biogas production for putative methanogens. 
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 Cumulative and differential biogas productions for putative methanogens have been 
shown in the Figure 3-7. SLUD reached the peak biogas production of 34.33 mL on day 2 
while ACET took 4 days to reach the peak biogas production of 30 mL. The cumulative 
biogas production for SLUD and ACET were 97 mL and 62.67 mL respectively. Surprisingly, 
the total biogas production for the ACET (62.67 mL) is less than that of negative control 
sample NONE (74.67 mL). Aceticlastic methanogens convert acetic acid into methane and 
carbon dioxide by acetate decarboxylation, while other methanogens convert hydrogen and 
carbon dioxide into methane (Daniels, 1984). Acetoclastic methanogens are slow growers 
compared to hydrogenotropic methanogens (Christgen et al., 2015). Since the NONE samples 
might have a traces of sludge left in them and since the ability of microbial community to eat 
one another in order to keep the steady biogas production, it may have been possible that the 
experimental time for ACET sample might not be adequate enough to show the true acetate 
decarboxylation capability.  
3.3.2. Perturbations monitoring with autocorrelation between divergent microbiome 
Figure 3-8 shows the autocorrelation analysis at delays of 1-4 d of flow cytometry data 
with six equally spaced time periods. Under controlled perturbations, each culture spiked by 
specific carbon sources diverges as evidenced by the increasing dissimilarity with time and 
hence depicts the continuous evolution of culture over time. The dissimilarity for samples is 
smallest for a time delay of 1d, and as the delay increases the dissimilarity increases 
proportionally. An autocorrelation function commonly seen in time series data (Wei, 1990) 
would be a close analogue of the analysis presented here. GLUC exhibits the increased 
distance with delay suggesting it’s a divergent culture, on the contrary PROP and BUTY are 
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somewhat stable. There is an observed similarity with the behavior of ACET and the controls 
(NONE, SLUD) since they all were increasing sharply for a delay of 4.  
Day-to-day changes over time plotted as a function of the day with respect to which the 
day is measured with the delay=1 is shown in the Figure 3-9. The point corresponding to 
minimum change portrays a stable extremum in the colony structure. The greatest 
dissimilarity is observed between days 1 and 2, which can be interpreted as the time at which 
the greatest perturbation was observed. The extremum in the distance can be interpreted as the 
time at which the phenotype reaches a stable point under perturbation.  
 
Figure 3-8. Autocorrelation analysis on flow cytometry data with six equally spaced time periods. 
 
 
Figure 3-9. Autocorrelation analysis on flow cytometry data with day-to-day changes. 
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When anaerobic systems were subjected to substrate shock loadings, the recovery periods 
could last from a few days to weeks as shown in the previous perturbation experiments 
(McCarty and Mosey, 1991). The magnitude of the perturbation decides how much time an 
anaerobic community would take to return to its fully functional condition (Cohen et al., 
1982). As shown in the Figures 3-8 and 3-9, ACET along with controls NONE and SLUD 
showed sharp increases for a delay of 4. There are evidences pointing to the fact that, 
subdominant communities that take part in the reactive capacity of the digester ecosystem 
help face perturbations and foster functional stability (Alsouleman et al., 2016; Y.-F. Li et al., 
2016; Turker et al., 2016b; Venkiteshwaran et al., 2015). Certain communities can even grow 
and remain in the digester at subdominant levels and yet be capable of immediate and 
significant responses to environmental changes (Blasco et al., 2014; Ito et al., 2012; Nelson et 
al., 2011). In the presented autocorrelation function based approach, the salubrious cytometric 
fingerprints based on morphology (FSC), granularity/internal complexity (SSC) and metabolic 
activity (Autofluorescence) have been exploited to capture the microbiome dynamics ranging 
from active to subdominant communities. This demonstrates that the usefulness of the flow 
cytometry as a reliable, high throughput tool to resolve dynamic changes in the stable vs 
perturbed microbiome dynamics over time. 
3.4. Conclusion and future research directions  
 The present study demonstrates the possibility of quantitative discrimination between 
divergent microbiome using anaerobic microbial consortia perturbed with the controlled 
addition of various carbon sources. Exploiting the three dimensional flow cytometry signals 
namely cell size (FSC or forward scatter), cell granularity/morphology (SSC or side scatter) 
and autofluorescence (corresponding to the same excitation/emission wavelength as in 
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AmCyan standard dye), it is possible to monitor and rapidly characterize the dynamics of the 
complex anaerobic microbiome associated with perturbations in external environmental 
factors.  
Further, depending on the availability of species-specific antibody, flow cytometry 
technique can be used for differential detection and quantification of microbiome to the 
species level. Fluorescent antibodies can be applied to the identification of single cells in the 
environment. Some regions of the rRNAs have remained essentially unchanged in all 
sequenced species; these can be used as targets for the proposed rRNA probes which would 
prove to be a sensitive analytical technique and a high-throughput method that can rapidly 
detect changes in the composition of a complex microbiota. Flow cytometry coupled with 
live/dead differential staining dyes SYBR Green I (SGI) and Propidium Iodide (PI) may also 
be used to quantify and study other essential characteristics of the microbiome. 
In order to develop a promising, routine on-site monitoring tool suitable for the 
detection of stability/variation/disturbance of complex microbial communities involved in 
anaerobic digesters or any other bioprocess, the proposed methodology can be expanded to 
multiple parameters beyond those used in the present study. Total DNA content (DAPI 
staining), metabolic activity, and fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) rRNA probes are 
some of the parameters that can easily be integrated into the existing RMSD based tool. In 
addition to the reliable, rapid, high-throughput, routine characterization tool for bioprocess 
monitoring, the presented methodology has a potential to benefit research community in 
various fields of life sciences and microbial ecology. 
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4. Comparison of flow cytometry to traditional culture-independent 
technique like ARISA 
In order to monitor and characterize perturbations in the structure and function of a 
microbiome, there is a need  to develop tools that measure microbiome features beyond 
genomic or functional diversity. However any new microbiome characterization methodology 
will always be evaluated within the context of the status quo of genomics-based approaches. 
Hence, possibility of quantitative discrimination between divergent microbiome analogous to 
community fingerprinting techniques using automated ribosomal intergenic spacer analysis 
(ARISA) has been evaluated here and compared with flow cytometry in the broader context of 
monitoring and rapidly characterizing the dynamics of the complex anaerobic microbiome 
associated with perturbations in external environmental factors. 
4.1. Background 
While sequencing-based approaches can provide very large amounts of information, the 
labor required to process the samples (e.g. to amplify genomic regions and to label them with 
barcodes) prior to characterization limits its throughput for resolving dynamic changes in the 
structure of the microbiome making them not high throughput enough to resolve dynamic 
changes in the structure of the microbiome over time (Ong et al., 2013). Flow cytometry can 
provide this information in a high throughput manner since its fast, inline, automated, permits 
sample labeling, and requires small sample volumes and minimal sample preparation (Müller 
and Nebe-von-Caron, 2010). It also requires low capital investment, has low per sample cost, 
produces rich high-dimensional information and is capable of sorting and classifying a sample 
(Koch et al., 2014c).  
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  Since flow cytometry based methodology does not rely on traditional species or 
subtype-level enumeration of microbial species within a consortium to derive a classification 
scheme, making it somewhat challenging to defend within the context of the status quo of 
genomics-based approaches (Günther et al., 2016; Koch et al., 2014a, 2014c, 2014d, 2013a, 
2013b; Melzer et al., 2015). Flow cytometry is still perceived to be a tool and database 
development activity with the potential to impact the methodology of microbial ecology 
studies, rather than a specific system-level hypothesis pertaining to microbial ecosystems 
(Amann et al., 1990; Kinet et al., 2016; Saeys et al., 2016; Xue et al., 2016). The goal of this 
exercise is to establish the proposed methodology in (i) increasing the accuracy and 
throughput of exciting phenotypic and microbial data acquisition and classification, (ii) 
potentially transforming the genomic-based analysis pipeline by serving as a preliminary 
screening step, and (iii) leading to a complementary approach to genomics-based methods 
with the inherent capability of addressing detection / identification / classification problems in 
the science of microbiomes characterization. 
 The rationale for choosing ARISA for the comparison purpose is that it’s a proven 
community fingerprinting technique of microbial community analysis that provides a means 
of comparing differing environments or treatment impacts without the bias imposed by culture 
dependent approaches (Fisher and Triplett, 1999). ARISA has also been successfully explored 
for evaluating community dynamics in the model ecosystem proposed here. It has been used 
to observe the microbial community dynamics in the context of evaluation of biodegradability 
during mesophilic and thermophilic municipal solid waste anaerobic digestion (Limam et al., 
2014). It has also been used to explore succession of microbial community in the study 
methanogenic pathway during thermophilic anaerobic digestion, where the archaeal and 
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bacterial community structures along the incubation have shown to be analyzed by ARISA 
and the number, position and density of the bands on the ARISA profile have been used to 
explore microbial dynamics (Lin et al., 2013).  While ARISA measures diversity at the 
genomic level and flow cytometry measures diversity at the morphological level, the 
comparison between the two will be a stepping stone towards a potential complementarity and 
integration into routine bioprocess monitoring pipeline.  
4.2. Materials and methods  
4.2.1. ARISA analysis 
Samples for DNA isolation were collected accompanying the flow cytometry sampling. 
Total genomic DNA was extracted from 1.5 mL of leachates from each assay using the 
MoBio PowerFecal DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio Laborataries, Inc., Carlsbad, CA) following 
manufacturer’s instructions. Purity of the extracted DNA was determined by measuring the 
260/280 nm absorbance ratios. The extracted DNA samples were stored at -20
o
C before 
analysis. ARISA was conducted as described by Fisher and Triplett (1999) with the following 
modifications: DNA in the range of 15 to 250 ng was used for ARISA analysis. Each PCR 
reaction contained 10 pmoles of each primer pair; five primer pairs were tested for each DNA 
sample, and 4 µl of Taq 5X mix (New England BioLabs) in a total volume of 20 µl. The 
reaction was run on a thermocycler using touchdown PCR at 95
o
C (30 s), [95
o
C (30 s), 65
o
C 
(30 s)-0.5
o
C/cycle, 68
o
C (1:00 min) x 20 cycles], [95
o
C (30 s), 55
o
C (30 s), 68
o
C (1:00 min) x 
16 cycles], 68
o
C (7 m). The resulting PCR products were confirmed by agarose gel 
electrophoresis, then diluted three fold and sent for fragment analysis at the W. M. Keck 
Center for Comparative and Functional Genomics at the University of Illinois at Urbana- 
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Champaign. DNA samples were analyzed by denaturing capillary electrophoresis using an 
ABI 3730XL Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems Inc.).  
 
Table 4-1. Primers for ARISA analysis. 
Primer Sequence (5’-3’) Reference(s) 
Bacterial   
1406F FAM-TGYACACACCGCCCGT (Cardinale et al., 2004) 
23Sr GGGTTBCCCCATTCRG (Cardinale et al., 2004) 
S-D-Bact-1522 FAM-TGCGGCTGGATCCCCTCCTT (Cardinale et al., 2004) 
L-D-Bact-132-a-A-18 CCGGGTTTCCCCATTCGG (Cardinale et al., 2004) 
ITSF FAM-GTCGTAACAAGGTAGCCGTA (Cardinale et al., 2004) 
ITSReub GCCAAGGCATCCACC (Cardinale et al., 2004) 
Fungal   
2234C GTTTCCGTAGGTGAACCTGC (Ranjard et al., 2001) 
3126T-56 FAM-ATATGCTTAAGTTCAGCGGGT (Ranjard et al., 2001) 
Archaeal   
1389F FAM-ACGGGCGGTGTGTGCAAG (Qu et al., 2009b) 
71R TCGGYGCCGAGCCGAGCCATCC (Qu et al., 2009b) 
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Electrophoresis conditions were 63
o
C and 15 kV with a run time of 120 m using POP-7 
polymer. DNA fragment sizes were calculated using the Peak Scanner 2 software package 
(Applied Biosystems Inc.) using a threshold of 100 to 500 fluorescence units. The primers 
used are described in Table 4-1. All oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA 
Technologies. 
4.2.2. Statistical analysis  
The total peak area for each peak was normalized by dividing the area of individual 
peaks by the total fluorescence detected in each sample run. The inter sample variability in the 
ARISA data set was obtained by first making a matrix of distances between each observation 
and then obtaining distribution of distances of points within replicates. The primary tools used 
for ARISA data analysis was the Euclidean Distance Matrix. ARISA profiles were analyzed 
using PeakScanner Software (Applied Biosystems Inc.). The base pair lengths were quantized 
to 4 units and the area was normalized. One of the bacterial primers listed in Table 4-1, 
archaeal primer and fungal primer were concatenated and the area was normalized for every 
reading for individual primers. The between and within sample variability was obtained in the 
same manner as flow cytometry data. To obtain the significance of difference between the 
between sample variability distribution and the within sample variability distribution, 
Kolmogorov- Smirnov Test was performed. 
4.3. Results and discussion 
4.3.1. Inter sample variability 
Figure 4-1 shows the inter sample variability for ARISA data while Figure 4-2 shows the 
inter sample variability in the flow cytometry data set. All the between sample variabilities 
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were clearly larger than the within sample variabilities, indicating that there is a significant 
difference between the two distributions. This test is crucial to determine if the distance 
between replicates is smaller than the average distance between treatments.  
 
Figure 4-1. Inter sample variability in ARISA dataset (D+ = 0.4246, p-value = 1.894e-07). 
 
 
 
Figure 4-2. Inter sample variability in flow cytometry dataset (for RMSD 3D voxel: D+ = 0.6208, p-value = 2.2e-16). 
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The within sample variability is a distribution of distances of points within replicates. 
Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test suggested that the cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) of the within- sample variability is greater than that of the between-sample variability 
and the comparison of D
+
 value suggests that flow cytometry data set may be considered more 
reliable than ARISA data set. This statistical comparison of data sets between flow cytometry 
and ARISA is the first of it’s kind and immensely relevant in today’s era because flow 
cytometry is rapidly becoming popular technique for microbial characterization (Pedreira et 
al., 2013) thanks to its merits with low per sample cost and capability of producing rich high-
dimensional information (Müller and Nebe-von-Caron, 2010) and hence it’s crucial to 
establish flow cytometry’s reliability as a routine bioprocess monitoring tool.   
 
4.3.2. Multidimensional spacing analysis 
The multidimensional scaling plots from the distance matrices obtained separately from 
flow cytometry and ARISA data are shown in Figure 4-3 and 4-4, respectively. All the peak 
value samples cluster separately from the 5 d samples in the ARISA plots with the exception 
of GLUC_1. On contrary, NONE_5, NONE_O, ACET_5 and SLUD_5 clustered separately in 
the flow cytometry plot. As expected, the ARISA plot indicated a similarity between ACET_5 
and NONE_O. The reason for distance similarity between ACET and NONE could be that 
acetate treatment was administered to enrich methanogens since they consume acetic acid to 
generate methane gas (Berg et al., 1976). Interestingly, as illustrated in Figure 3-7, the 
putative methanogens i.e. samples fed with acetate, sludge and blank samples reached the 
peak biogas production on day 2. Due to the distinctive clustering from rest of the carbon 
sources fed samples, cytometric fingerprints of putative methanogens obtained by flow 
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cytometry in real time can be considered as a promising high- throughput tool for routine on-
site monitoring of anaerobic digesters (Kinet et al., 2016). 
 
Figure 4-3. Multidimensional spacing plots for flow cytometry data. 
 
 
Figure 4-4. Multidimensional spacing plots for ARISA data. 
. 
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4.3.3. Correlation between flow cytometry and ARISA data 
In the interest of obtaining correlation between ARISA and flow cytometry data, the 
flow cytometry data was reduced to include only those points present in the ARISA data set. 
In order to see if the distance of any sample from the NONE_0 sample in the ARISA space be 
predicted from the distance of that sample from the NONE_0 sample in the flow cytometry 
space, a linear model was constructed as shown in Figure 4-5.  
The SLUD_2, GLUC_5 and PROP_5 stood out as outliers in the model as evident from 
Figure 4-6. This exception can be attributed to the fact that the ecological dynamics of these 
syntrophic and resilient populations (J. J. Werner et al., 2011) may not be evident in the flow 
cytometry based methodology demonstrated here. Flow cytometry looks more at the 
morphology of the cells (Müller and Nebe-von-Caron, 2010) while ARISA is more of the 
genetic technique exploiting the highly conserved Internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region 
(Fisher and Triplett, 1999). Further analysis of ARISA data might resolve this divergence 
since a single organism may contribute more than one peak to the ARISA community profile, 
also unrelated organisms can also have similar spacer lengths, which leads to underestimation 
of community diversity (Fisher and Triplett, 1999). The precise sizing information from 
ARISA profiles could be used to identify the major bands of interest in a separate manual 
polyacrylamide gel, which could then be further, characterized through band excision and 
subsequent sequencing as illustrated by Fisher and Triplett (1999). 
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Figure 4-5. Flow cytometry RMSD 3D vs ARISA distance model. 
 
 
Figure 4-6. Normal Q-Q plot for flow cyometry vs ARISA distance model. 
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Even though these two methodologies look at totally different aspects, the observed 
similarities in the clustering of most of the samples illustrate that one can be used in place of 
the other to study the complex microbial population dynamics. Recent studies concluded that 
even though there was a lack of significant correlation at genus or species level, same 
phenotypical profiles of microbiota during assays matched to several 16S rRNA gene 
sequencing ones (Kinet et al., 2016). Due to high-throughput nature of flow cytometry, a 
large, curated multi-dimensional flow cytometry dataset can be routinely generated and 
applied for screening and exploratory purposes in bioprocess monitoring with an automated 
software toolchain to access and analyze this information.  
4.4. Conclusion and future research directions 
Flow cytometry was found comparable to traditional culture-independent techniques like 
ARISA. While ARISA measures diversity at the genomic level and flow cytometry measures 
diversity at the morphological level, there was an observed complementarity between the two 
measures. The flow cytometry-ARISA based method was sensitive enough to changes within 
5 d of perturbation to the community.  
Even thought the proposed methodology does not rely on traditional species or subtype-
level enumeration of microbial species within a consortium to derive a classification scheme, 
cell sorting can improve community structure analysis on the basis of segregating various 
clusters in gated community. The approach has the advantage that sorted cells can be further 
investigated on various levels towards the cells’ genome, transcriptome or proteome. This will 
enable quantitative and more precise community resolution since quantitative information is 
often lost during whole community PCR-based approach. This is especially important when 
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low abundant sub-communities are of interest. The utility of the flow cytometry in quickly 
analyzing the dynamics and trends in microbial community has been established and alleged 
constraints about specificity can be addressed using various approaches as mentioned in 
previous chapter.  
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5. Machine learning analysis of flow cytometry data using H2O.ai 
Flow cytometry allows measuring single cells into unprecedented depth. This unique 
power of flow cytometry has revolutionized the field of biology, medicine, ecology and 
environment. While this is exciting, on the other hand this means we will be generating new 
types of high-throughput datasets at rapid pace, which would demand incorporating the novel 
computational techniques that efficiently mine single cell data sets. In this section, utility of 
one of the recent machine learning techniques called ‘Deep Learning’ has been explored for 
single cell data analysis, comparing it with traditional multivariate data analysis in community 
ecology and highlighting interesting avenues that might lead to novel algorithm development 
in the future incorporating a community physiology angle. 
5.1. Background  
During the past 50 years, flow cytometry has established it’s reputation as a high 
throughput tool for single cell analysis (Fulwyler, 1965). Currently, there are over 100 
companies in the flow cytometry business worldwide constituting more than $3 billion 
(Robinson and Roederer, 2015). Since its genesis in 1965 (Fulwyler, 1965) and since it started 
becoming more popular in 1970s (Gray et al., 1975),  the basic design of flow cytometers has 
remained almost unchanged, emphasizing the robustness in the design of the technology.  
With the advancement of key technologies in cytometry, the number of parameters that 
can be measured simultaneously from single particles have increased multifold most notable 
of which are with the addition of more powerful lasers (Saeys et al., 2016). It has become 
routine for many labs to use 18-parameter flow cytometry on daily basis (Perfetto et al., 
2004). The 30-parameter flow cytometers have started becoming available commercially in 
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the recent past and it’s being reported that 50-parameter flow cytometry is forecasted to be 
available soon (Chattopadhyay and Roederer, 2012). This number will keep on increasing in 
the coming years and theoretically it’s possible to measure upto 100 parameters per cell 
(Saeys et al., 2016).  Furthermore, there is another group of researchers who are interested in 
combining cytometry with imaging for instance in tissue engineering (Giesen et al., 2014).  
A novel combination of rapidness, high-throughput nature of flow cytometry, combined 
with the increasing capacity to measure more and more cell parameters at once, will lead to 
massive, high-dimensional datasets in not so distant future. There would be limitation on how 
much the traditional community ecology tools or classical, mostly manual, analysis techniques 
will be useful in analyzing this huge multidimensional datasets. Therefore there is a gap in the 
development of novel computational techniques and their adoption by the broad community.  
This exercise attempts to exploit open-source user-friendly platforms in machine learning 
to analyze flow cytometry data generated in the anaerobic microbiome perturbation 
experiments. The applications to the real world anaerobic digesters and nanotoxicity have 
been discussed in the next chapter. The major drawback of this exercise is the limitation on 
the size of the dataset we can generate from the wet lab experiments. With the more and more 
data coming in from further research in the current lab as well from other researchers, the 
performance is expected to increase drastically.    
5.2. Approach  
Experimental set-up and flow cytometry analysis were performed in the similar manner 
explained in the 'Materials & Methods' section of Chapter 3. For the machine learning based 
analysis, the .fcs files for the 5 days experiment obtained from a Biosciences LSR II Flow 
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Cytometry Analyzer were imported. To keep the number of nodes in the input layer to a 
reasonable number, only 10000 events from each fcs data set were chosen and only the "FSC-
A", "SSC-A" and "AmCyan-A" columns were considered from each field. Each fcs file of 
100000 events were split into 10 files of 10000 events each, and placed in a data frame. Each 
data frame was labeled with the corresponding carbon source. Data from the third replicate 
was split into two parts, one part was used as the validation data set and the second was used 
as the test set in each case.  
For the clubbed flow frames analysis, the sample names were clubbed as per the 
conceptual division of putative microbial groups in anaerobic digestion process. The four 
groups were: 1) Putative hydrolyzes represented by "HYDRO" which were samples fed with 
cellulose (CELL) 2) Putative acidogens represented by "ACIDO" which were samples fed 
with glucose (GLUC) 3) Putative synothrophic acetogens represented by "ACETO" which 
were clubbed samples fed with propionate (PROP) and butyrate (BUTY) individually 4) 
Putative methanogens represented by "METHA" which were clubbed samples fed with 
acetate (ACET), sludge (SLUD) individually as well as those fed with no carbon source 
(BLAN and NONE). The reason behind clubbing ACET, SLUD, BLAN and NONE into 
METHA putative group was because all these samples were supposedly methanogenic 
samples with acetate utilizing methanogens were the predominant group in the waste water 
treatment plant anaerobic digesters (Li et al., 2013).  
H2O.ai server was set-up as per instructions (http://www.h2o.ai/) and the data was 
uploaded in individual csv files. H2O’s Deep Learning algorithm has been primarily used for 
building the models. The Deep Learning algorithm is based on a multi-layer feed-forward 
artificial neural network that is trained with stochastic gradient descent using back-
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propagation. The default "RectifierWithDropout" was been selected for activation. The 
network contained input_dropout_ratio = 0.1,hidden_dropout_ratios = c(0.2, 0.2, 0.1) and a 
default hidden layer sizes (hidden=c(2000,1000,500)) were used. Number of epochs (i.e. 
number of times to iterate the dataset) were selected to 10. To add stability and improve 
generalization, either L1 or L2 regularization was used with the value of 1e-5 each.  
5.3. Results and discussion  
5.3.1. Trends in the machine learning predictions are comparable to traditional 
statistical analysis  
Figure 5-1 shows the results of the deep learning model. The idea was to see how did the 
model perform in classifying sample vs predicted carbon sources. In accordance with the 
results from classical multivariate analysis listed in the Chapters 3 and 4, GLUC looked very 
different from the rest and is perfectly classified, followed by PROP followed by SLUD. 
NONE and BLAN got misclassified. As discussed in the Chapter 3, the increased distance 
with delay in the autocorrelation function analysis suggests a divergent culture, as seen in 
GLUC whereas PROP and BUTY were rather stable. ACET and the controls (NONE, SLUD) 
showed similar behavior (increasing sharply for a delay of 4). Similarly, as shown the 
autocorrelation analysis on flow cytometry data with day-to-day changes (Figure 3-9), GLUC 
shows a distinct pattern in reaching a stable extremum in the colony structure, which is a point 
corresponding to minimum change. Furthermore, as shown in the MDS plot in Figure 4-3, 
both the peak value and non-peak value GLUC samples cluster separately in the Flow 
Cytometry plots, which is in accordance with the results from the deep learning model. Also, 
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NONE_5, NONE_O, ACET_5 and SLUD_5 clustered separately in Flow Cytometry MDS 
plots which resemble to NONE, ACET and SLUD misclassification evident in Figure 5-1. 
 
Figure 5-1: Carbon sources prediction with H2O's deep learning algorithm.  
  
The machine learning approach to the flow cytometry and microbial ecology dataset is 
still in its infancy but the results presented here demonstrate that it has much greater potential. 
Compared to the tradition microbial ecology statistical analysis (like MDS or PCA), it is very 
fast and therefore more useful. Further all the important variables were <V1000, which are 
mostly FSC variables. Hence FSC corresponding to cell size and morphology stand out as the 
most important predictor. With the advancement in the high-throughput nature of flow 
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cytometry, combined with the increasing capacity to measure more cell parameters at once, a 
massive and high-dimensional datasets on a routine daily basis would be generated in future 
and would add to the predictive power of the machine learning based approach. 
 
Figure 5-2: Clubbed carbon sources predictions. 
 
5.3.2.MSE reconstruction with autoencoder  
Figure 5-3 shows the results from the H2O.ai’s DL autoencoder analysis.  In an 
attempt to determine which data looks the `weirdest', an autoencoder option was turned on, 
which does a dimensional reduction type analysis. H2O.ai’s DL autoencoder is based on the 
standard deep (multi-layer) neural net architecture, where the entire network is learned 
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together, instead of being stacked layer-by-layer. The only difference is that no response is 
required in the input and that the output layer has as many neurons as the input layer (Le, 
2015).  
 
Figure 5-3: Reconstruction MSE for DL's Autoencoder for carbon sources parsed with days.  
 
It’s obvious from the figure that ‘CELL’ and ‘GLUC’ looks very different. Coincidentally 
day 2 is a peak biogas production for CELL with 272 mL while other days were in the range 
of 25-40 mL. If this is compared with the clubbed predictions as shown in the Figure 5-2,  
HYDRO (i.e.'CELL') is predicted more like 'ACETO' than itself in this model, which is same 
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as 'CELL' - 'PROP' clubbing observed previously. There might be a physiological explanation 
for this phenomenon as reported by previous studies (Aydin et al., 2015; Blasco et al., 2014; 
Čater et al., 2013; Ito et al., 2012; Venkiteshwaran et al., 2015). Smithllela, Syntrophobacter, 
and Pelotomaculum might have the ability to break down CELL faster than classical 
hydrolyzers like Clostridium or have greater doubling time (Batstone et al., 2009). As 
mentioned in the section above, ACIDO (i.e.'GLUC') predicted very well. Interestingly 
ACETO (i.e.'PROP' and 'BUTY') also got predicted well. These syntrophic acetogenesis are 
believed to be very important in maintaining stable and robust anaerobic operation (Ariesyady 
et al., 2007a; Fernandez et al., 2000). PROP species fall in the genera Smithllela, 
Syntrophobacter, and Pelotomaculum (Ariesyady et al., 2007b) while BUTY species in the 
genera Syntrophus and Syntrophomonas (Ahring and Westermann, 1987). There have been 
reported phenotypic/physiological similarities between species of these two genera that may 
explain this trend (Khanal, 2008; Narihiro and Sekiguchi, 2007). 
5.3.3. Model comparison for predictive capabilities  
Table 5-1 lists prediction MSEs for the different models in the H20.ai's supervised 
learning data science algorithms suite. The efficiency in terms of speed and resources for 
model optimization, training and validation would be altogether different track of inquiry and 
it was not used for comparison in the proposed approach. The objective of this exercise was to 
see if one algorithm is better at predicting putative microbial group phenotypes than other. 
Deep Learning (DL) performed better overall with 33.47% prediction MSE followed by Naive 
Bayes (NB) (39.19%), Gradient Boosting (GB) (39.52%) and Distributed Random Forest 
(DRF) (40.93%). The results are in concordance with the similar supervised model 
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comparison studies where feedforward neural nets have been concluded to perform best and 
are competitive with some of the algorithms (Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006).  
Methanogens are considered as the driving microbial group in anaerobic digesters 
(Daniels, 1984) and DRF performed the best in predicting putative methanogens from the 
controlled experiments with the prediction MSE of as low as 5.67%. GB is the next best 
model with prediction MSE of 14.25%. NB and DL performed surprisingly poor with 
prediction MSEs of 53.68% and 67.08% respectively. The better putative methanogens 
predicative capability of DRF can be attributed to the fact that with a given dataset, DRF 
generates a forest of classification (or regression) trees, rather than a single classification (or 
regression) tree. Each of these trees is a weak learner built on a subset of rows and columns 
(Geurts et al., 2006). More trees will reduce the variance. Both classification and regression 
take the average prediction over all of their trees to make a final prediction, whether 
predicting for a class or numeric value.  
The limitations of the DL in predicting methanogens were also evident in the clubbed 
prediction as shown in the Figure 5-2 where METH contradicted the expectations. 
Physiologically it may be it's too short of a time to get distinguishing phenotypic signatures 
for DL algorithm at the single cell level for i) acetoclastic methanogens that use the 
acetoclastic pathway to produce methane and carbon dioxide from acetate, ii) 
hydrogenotrophic methanogens that use hydrogen to reduce carbon dioxide to methane via the 
hydrogenotrophic pathway, and iii) methylotrophic methanogens that produce methane from 
C1 compounds, such as methanol, methylamines, and methyl sulfides, through the 
methylotrophic methanogenesis. 
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Table 5-1. Machine learning model comparison (values in the boxes are prediction errors; smaller the better). 
 
Acidogens and acetogens are the middle groups in the anaerobic digestion hierarchy and for 
this mid-tier putative microbial groups, DL performed the best with 1.60% and 20% 
prediction MSEs for putative acidogens and acetogens respectively. NB has a comparable 
performance with 2.93% prediction MSE putative acidogens and 37.47% for putative 
acetogens. DRF and GB didn’t do well for these groups. The whole stability of bioreactors is 
dependent on engineering acid build up and acid removal and with great predictions from 
ACIDO and ACETO; DL seems to be doing a great job in predicting that middle level 
hierarchy. Hydrolyzers are basically the samples fed with cellulose and NB and DL were 
comparable in terms of prediction MSEs (32.80% and 35.20% respectively). As mentioned 
earlier, FSC variables (depicting size and morphology of individual cells) are the deciding 
variables and DL appears to be best at classifying cells based on it’s size and morphological 
features.  
 
Putative Groups Deep Learning Distributed 
Random Forests 
Gradient 
Boosting 
Naïve Bayes 
Hydrolyzers 0.3520 0.7173 0.6293 0.3280 
Acidogens 0.0160 0.2560 0.2587 0.0293 
Acetogens 0.2000 0.8960 0.7507 0.3747 
Methanogens 0.6708 0.0567 0.1425 0.5358 
Overall  0.334668 0.4093 0.3952 0.3919 
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5.4. Conclusions and future research directions 
The high-throughput nature of flow cytometry, combined with the increasing capacity to 
measure more cell parameters at once, warrants novel computational techniques to handle 
massive and high-dimensional datasets on a routine basis. With the limited dataset from the 
carbon source perturbed anaerobic microbiome, the machine learning algorithms were found 
to be very fast and comparable to the tradition microbial ecology statistical analysis.  FSC 
variables depicting cell size and morphology stood out the most important variable for the 
classification purpose. Community perturbed with the controlled addition of glucose and 
cellulose looked different than the normal community and that with the controlled addition of 
other carbon sources. Model comparison exercise based on predictive capabilities concluded 
that DL was best at predicting overall community but DRF was best for predicting the most 
important putative microbial group in the anaerobic digesters viz. Methanogens.    
In addition to classical multivariate analysis techniques, the research community in the 
microbial ecology, clinical biology and the single cell analytics need to adapt to the rapidly 
developing novel computational techniques. While each experiment will have its own specific 
challenges, scalability may be an issue in the future particularly while dealing with large 
datasets (containing millions of cells) and with increasing dimensionality (such as gene 
expression on single cell level). Furthermore the most challenging part from the researcher’s 
point of view would be obtaining sufficient data quality and striking the golden balance 
between the computational and biological variations and incorporating this flexibility in the 
algorithm development in the future. While this field is quickly developing, the presented 
small exercise will be a stepping-stone towards making sense of high-dimensional single cell 
data in the complex microbiome.    
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6. Applications of the proposed flow cytometry based methodology  
The rich multidimensional information from flow cytometry along with fast machine 
learning algorithms have been put to test for rapid characterization of the dynamics of 
microbial communities in industrially relevant anaerobic systems. The utility of flow 
cytometry based method has also been demonstrated in a fully functional industry scale 
anaerobic digester to distinguish between microbiome compositions caused by varying 
hydraulic retention time (HRT). Potential utility of the proposed methodology have been 
demonstrated for monitoring the syntrophic resilience of the anaerobic microbiome perturbed 
under nanotoxicity.  
6.1. Applications in monitoring community dynamics in operational municipal 
anaerobic digester 
 Anaerobic bioprocess plays a significant role in overall municipal wastewater treatment 
worldwide (Brar et al., 2010). One of the important factors to consider for both the waste 
treatment and resource recovery in municipal wastewater treatment is HRT, which indicates 
the time the waste remains in the reactor in contact with the biomass (Zhang et al., 2006). 
Rate of microbial metabolism decides the time required to achieve a given degree of treatment 
(Elefsiniotis and Oldham, 1994; Rincón et al., 2008). Simple compounds like glucose gets 
readily degraded hence requiring small HRT while complex wastes like halogenated organic 
compounds would degrade slowly and hence demand longer HRT (Khanal, 2008). HRT is 
considered as a deciding factor in process design for complex and slowly degradable organic 
pollutants (Speece, 1996). Further HRT is crucial for maintaining the right balance between 
acetoclastic and hydrogenotropic methanogens and hence play a crucial role in maintaining 
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the process stability in anaerobic digesters (Khanal, n.d.; Rincón et al., 2008). A quick, on-line 
monitoring tool for HRT in light of microbiome metabolism and dyanamics would be 
promising for routine on-site monitoring of anaerobic digesters. 
6.1.1. Approach   
The waste activated sludge used in this study was withdrawn from the secondary 
settling tank of a municipal wastewater treatment plant of UCSD as shown in the Figure 6-1.. 
This stream is often called activated sludge and is the recycled fraction of wastewater 
(Safoniuk, 2004). The dry solids in the sludge consist mostly of biodegradable organic 
compounds, followed by a substantial amount of inorganics and a small amount of toxic 
organics (Kolat and Kadlec, 2013). The organic fraction typically consists of paper fiber, food 
waste, and fecal matter; the inorganic fraction often contains sand and other miscellaneous 
grit (Barber, 2014). The composition of the sludge can vary greatly from day to day and even 
hour to hour (Vanrolleghem and Lee, 2003). For UCSD experiments, samples were collected 
on Day 1, 2, 4, 14 and 26 from Digester 1 (DIG 1) and Digester 2 (DIG 2) in order to capture 
the microbiome dynamics beyond the usual residence time. Both the digesters have a same 
volume but different flow rates making them operational at different Hydraulic Retention 
Times (HRTs). DIG 1 has the HRT of 13 d while DIG 2 has the HRT of 26 d. In order to 
explore potential applications of flow cytometry in detecting changes in the microbial 
community at the industrial scale anaerobic digesters, the focus of the present study was on 
differences caused by varying HRTs. 
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Figure 6-1. Schematic of UCSD's wastewater treatment plant showing position of anaerobic digester in the process. 
 
For autofluorescence control experiments, E. coli HB101 strain was obtained from 
Promega, Madison, WI in which bacterial cells were grown overnight at 37°C then diluted 
1:100 into 10 ml of fresh LB medium to the optimal optical density (OD) (Rezaeinejad and 
Ivanov, 2013) in a 50-ml tube and grown at 37
o
C to an OD600 of ~1.0. 1:100 diluted 
subcultures were then grown in 5 mL of 3 different LB concentrations (10mg/L, 20 mg/L and 
40 mg/L). Multiple samples were collected during different growth phases and the flow 
cytometry analyses were performed as described. 
6.1.2. Flow cytometry detects changes in the microbial community at different HRTs   
Multidimensional spacing (MDS) plot-demonstrating clusters based on the RMSD3D 
tool (described in Chapter 3) for the samples obtained UCSD’s DIG 1 and DIG 2 at different 
time points has been shown in Figure 6-2. As evident from the MDS plots, all the DIG 2 
samples cluster separately from DIG 1 samples with the exception of 3 d sample. The 
difference in the clustering can be explained with the help of previously published studies 
depicting variations in microbial abundance and composition in anaerobic digesters with 
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different HRTs (Sasaki et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2006). For each of the samples, DIG 2 shows 
a similar fraction of live cells as DIG 1 and the ratio of live cells between different digesters is 
constant at 1.04 ± (1 Std. Dev.). As shown in the Appendix A5, the deep learning algorithm 
mentioned in Chapter 5 worked best for DIG 2 (K) than DIG 1 (E) pointing to the potential 
limitation in the utility of this approach to shorter HRT systems.  
 
Figure 6-2. MDS plot showing clustering of samples obtained from different anaerobic digesters  
 
Live cell percentages in two different functional digesters at UCSD have been shown 
in Appendix A2. The main microbial populations of these digesters, belonging to the domains 
of bacteria and archaea were identified by use of ribosomal oligonucleotide probes (Table 4-1) 
as used in the ARISA experiments explained above and the results are presented in Appendix 
A2. In both HRT conditions, bacterial bands were much more obvious than archaeal 
suggesting that the bacteria represented the major microbial group, while the archaea 
constituted the minor but significant group of microorganisms which is in agreement with the 
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previous work (Raskin et al., 1994). The results of the flow cytometry studies on fully 
operational industrial scale UCSD’s anaerobic digesters suggests that different setup of HRT 
shows significant impact on the percentage of dead cells in AD community. In agreement with 
the preciously published work, methanogenic pathway and community structure in anaerobic 
digesters are affected by HRT along with other parameters (Sasaki et al., 2011) and 
importance of HRT as significant hydrodynamic selection on the mixed-microbial populations 
to establish a stable microbial population (Zhang et al., 2006), this comparison studies on the 
live cell percentages in two digesters shows a DIG 2 has a smaller fraction of live cells than 
DIG 1. All the published work in this domain is based on ascertaining the species composition 
of the culture using 16S rDNA genes separated by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis 
(DGGE), which is labor intensive, time consuming and suffers biases as described previously 
(Müller and Nebe-von-Caron, 2010).  
6.1.3. Role of autofluorescence in elucidating overfed vs underfed microbiome   
Alexa Fluor 488 mean frequency for DIG1 is always greater than that in DIG 2 (p-value 
< 0.001 for the paired two-sample test). In order to confirm the validity of this experiment, the 
control monoculture experiment was performed with E. coli. Various molecular markers like 
DAPI, SYBRgreen, SYTO etc. have been used previously for discriminating microbial cells 
on the basis of their DNA content (Koch et al., 2014a, 2013c; Müller and Nebe-von-Caron, 
2010). In this work, no label is involved and discrimination is made on the basis of 
autofluorescence since its proven to be a good discriminant based on the most commonly 
observed autofluorescencing molecules like NADPH and flavins (Monici, 2005). 
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Autofluorescence, as measured by Alexa Fluor 488 channel in flow cytometer is 
likely from flavin. This autofluorescence can also be used to detect changes in microbial 
community at different HRTs. The control monoculture experiment was performed with E. 
coli demonstrates 3 distinct curves for flavin autofluorescence (measured with Alexa Fluor 
488 channel in flow cytometer) for 3 different LB concentrations as shown in Appendix A3. 
These results are in accordance with the previous study (Renggli et al., 2013) that has shown 
that E. coli treated with different bactericidal antibiotics exhibits increased autofluorescence 
when analyzed by flow cytometry and hence this control experiment validates the presented 
autofluorescence results from UCSD. Even though the flavin based autofluorescence needs 
further confirmation with the protein characterization studies (Mukherjee et al., 2013) which 
is out of the scope of present work, we believe that the idea has a potential to be transformed 
into the non-invasive, rapid, high throughput tool for routine bioprocess monitoring.  
 Flow cytometry can provide this information in a high throughput manner since it is 
fast, requires small sample volumes and minimal sample preparation. All the steps can be 
performed in less than an hour and hence has a potential to be used for controlling biogas 
reactor based on HRT. The ability of flow cytometry to rapidly detect changes in microbiome 
composition and dynamics caused by varying HRTs in fully functional industrial scale 
anaerobic digester is a major step towards it’s application in monitoring and potentially 
controlling biodigesters in the future. 
6.2. Applications in evaluating microbiome resilience  
The widespread use of engineered nanomaterials is faced with a skeptical and 
demanding public for their potential environmental risks (Abdelsalam et al., 2016). With the 
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increasing diversity of engineered nanomaterials in commercial products, there is a need to 
monitor potential consequences of their release into the environment. With the increasing use 
of nanomaterials in daily activities, commercial products and industry, wastewater treatment 
plants are the receptors and possible gateway for release into the environment (Brar et al., 
2010). Because of the hydrophobic nature of most of the engineered nanomaterials, they will 
strongly partition into the biomass in wastewater treatment plants (Nyberg et al., 2008) and 
ultimately adsorb into the waste activated sludge fed to anaerobic digesters (Westerhoff et al., 
2011).  
As anaerobic digestion is the standard stream for energy generation (biogas) and waste 
reduction, any perturbations in the waste stream contributes to the perturbations in the 
anaerobic digester. The functional stability of the anaerobic bioreactor is an emerging 
property of the dynamic interaction within the microbial communities (J. J. Werner et al., 
2011). However as discussed in Chapter 2, the strict anaerobic requirements are an 
impediment to the high throughput monitoring of underlying microbial communities. In this 
section, an effort has been made to demonstrate the utility of flow cytometry based method 
along with machine learning algorithm to be used as a potential tool for monitoring the 
syntrophic resilience of the anaerobic bioreactor microbial communities. If successful it will 
be an ideal, real time tool that is quick, simple to use by plant operators and effective. 
6.2.1. Approach   
An experimental set-up used for this section is similar to the one described in Chapter 3. 
The deep learning algorithm described in Chapter 5 is used as the analytical tool for this 
section as well. The chemical properties of the sludge used in this research are summarized in 
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Table 6-1. The sludge samples were mixed with various nanoparticles in low (L) 1 mg/g-TS 
and high (H) 10 mg/g-TS concentrations, which are considered environmentally relevant for 
assessing nanotoxiciy (Mahapatra et al., 2015). Plain sludge with anaerobic inoculum from 
active anaerobic digesters but no nanoparticles added was set up as a positive control (PCH) 
and anaerobic inoculum from the active anaerobic digesters without sludge or nanoparticles 
was set up as a negative control (NCL). The alleged toxic impact of nanoparticles on 
anaerobic digestion process was quantified by monitoring the biogas production on a daily 
basis along with gas composition, TCOD, SCOD and VFA production on biweekly basis. 
Drawing the samples for flow cyometric analysis every week helped build the cytometric 
fingerprints of the perturbed community, which forms the basis for subsequent machine 
learning analysis. TINPs are titanium(IV) oxide, anatase nanopowder, <25 nm particle size, 
99.7% trace metals basis, specific surface area 45-55 m
2
/g obtained from Sigma Aldrich 
(Catalog # 1317-70-0 ). FENPs are iron nanopowder, 25 nm average particle size, 99.5% trace 
metals basis from Sigma Aldrich (Catalog # 7439-89-6). CNTs are multi-walled carbon 
nanotube which are reported thin and short, <5% Metal Oxide powder also from Sigma 
Aldrich (Catalog # 308068-56-6).  
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Table 6-1. Chemical properties of wastewater sludge. 
Total Chemical Oxygen 
Demand (TCOD) (mg/L) 
42,308 ± 3721 
Soluble Chemical Oxygen 
Demand (SCOD) (mg/L) 
5028 ± 865 
Total Solids (TS) (g/L) 33.8 ± 0.9 
Volatile Solids (VS) (g/L) 29.3 ± 1.1 
pH 6.2 ± 0.7 
Ammonia (mg/L) 180 ± 12.8 
 
6.2.2. Flow cytometry based method can capture functionally redundant microbiome     
 For the nanoparticles tested, none showed the toxic impact on anaerobic digestion 
process observed in terms of biogas production, methane composition, TCOD/SCOD 
reduction and VFA accumulation with respect to both positive and negative controls. The 
results are in agreement with the most reported nanotoxicity on waste processing studies 
(Chen et al., 2014; García et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2013a). Similarly, nano-
TiO2 in doses up to 150 milligram per gram total suspended solids (mg/g-TSS) showed no 
inhibitory effect and the methane generation was the same as that in the control (Mu et al., 
2011). (Nyberg et al., 2008) has studied exposure of biosolids from anaerobic wastewater 
treatment to fullerene (C60) in order to model an environmentally relevant discharge scenario. 
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Activity was assessed by monitoring production of CO
2
 and CH
4
. Findings suggest that C60 
fullerenes have no significant effect on the anaerobic community over an exposure period of a 
few months. This conclusion is based on the absence of toxicity indicated by no change in 
methanogenesis relative to untreated reference samples. DGGE results showed no evidence of 
substantial community shifts due to treatment with C60, in any subset of the microbial 
community. However in the deep learning analysis of flow cytometry data of nanoparticles 
perturbed community as shown in the Figures 6-3 and 6-4 that community looks quite 
different from one another.  
 
Figure 6-3. Deep learning based predictions for nanoparticles perturbed community. 
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 As evident from Figure 6-3, each nanoparticle-perturbed community looks different 
from one another and hence got predicted very well. TIH and TIL which were TINPs in high 
and low concentrations respectively have shown a little deviation and got misclassified as 
FENPs community for a few instances. This deviation might be because of the toxic impact of 
these nanoparticles to the same trophic level in the microbiome (Ganzoury and Allam, 2015). 
Compared to the carbon sources predictions as described in Chapter 5, the positive control 
(PCH) and negative control (NCH) got classified better when trained with nanoparticles than 
carbon sources. As reported in Chapter 5, the FSC variables are the most relevant in the deep 
learning algorithm used in the proposed methodology, and hence since the community shifts 
in the context of community morphology are severe under nanoparticles compared (Li et al., 
2015; Zheng et al., 2015) to carbon sources, the controls got classified well.  
 
Figure 6-4. Autoencoder MSE reconstruction for nanoparticles perturbed community. 
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Figure 6-4 is similar to the corresponding figure in Chapter 5 determining which data 
looks the `weirdest'. As evident the community perturbed with higher concentration of TINPs 
on both the time points and higher concentration of CNTs on earlier time point looks 
‘different’ than the normal community. As mentioned earlier, the nontoxicity experiments 
were designed considering the environmentally relevant concentrations. With the rapid 
development of nanotechnology, nanoparticles (NPs) are now widely used in some industrial 
products, such as antibactericide coatings, catalysts, biomedicine, skin creams and toothpastes 
because of their unique physicochemical properties of enhanced magnetic, electrical, optical 
etc (Bolyard et al., 2013; Eduok et al., 2013). The present exercise with a limited dataset 
proves the potential of flow ctyometry based method in monitoring the anaerobic bioprocess 
when the community shifts away from it’s normal dynamics. These results may point to the 
fact that even though the functional redundancy in terms of biogas production, methane 
generation, TCOD/SCOD reduction and VFA accumulation; TINPs and CNTs may be 
pointing towards the community that’s on the verge on breaking down (Bolyard et al., 2013; 
Kaegi et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2015). Further analysis on long term nontoxicity experiments 
might resolve this divergence (Chen et al., 2012; Otero-González et al., 2014) but the present 
exercise opens the door for exploring flow cytometry and machine learning towards high- 
throughput tool for assessing nanotoxicity for both lab researchers and field operators.  
Even though the results from the present study and the associated literature review 
suggests no quantifiable effect of some nanoparticle’s toxicity on anaerobic digestion, some 
perturbation of the normal functions with respect to controls in germinating tests was 
observed, suggesting the necessity for further research in this field. At the same time, the 
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effect of NP-solvents was sometimes more significant than that of the NPs themselves, a point 
that is of special interest for future nanotoxicological study.  
6.3. Applications in the proposed campus anaerobic digester 
 The University of Illinois produces 1500 lbs of paper waste per day that is the best-case 
scenario is consolidated at the waste transfer station and sold back to the community. While 
relatively sustainable in the recyclables context, there are other options to consider when 
dealing with this specific type of waste and others that can be more difficult to manage 
including food waste, manure, and other biodegradables. It is, therefore, important to find 
ways in making the campus adaptable in managing different wastes, more advanced in 
renewable applications, as well as technologically competitive with other universities using 
progressive systems. Under the grant from Student Sustainability Committee, the feasibility of 
anaerobic digestion process is being evaluated experimentally and at pilot scale and the 
proposed methodology has the potential in this widely utilized technology project. 
 The feedstock used for this section was newsprints from day-old Daily Illini Newspaper 
obtained from the waste sorting facility. Newsprint samples were either ground to powder, 
shredded to strips in the office paper shredder or whole pieces hand cut to size for required 
weight in each experiment. The experimental platform and the analysis pipeline is the same as 
mentioned in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 respectively. The goal was to predict the newspaper 
cytometric fingerprints (abbreviated as NEWS) off the carbon sources dataset generated with 
the proposed flow cytometry methodology.  
 Figure 6-5 shows that NEWS community gets predicted very well and the model still 
holds on to better predictions with GLUC and CELL as has been observed previously in 
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Chapter 5. Reported composition of newspaper is cellulose (glucose polymer), wood fiber 
(with 65.8% glucose, 19.8% xylose, 12.5% galactose and 1.3% mannose) (Biedermann and 
Grob, 2010; Mahapatra et al., 2015), which might suggests that NEWS would get 
misclassified as either CELL or GLUC. However, different groups of hydrolyzers and 
acidogens might be involved in initial degradation of newsprints than the one feeding on pure 
cellulose or glucose (Biedermann and Grob, 2010; Khanal, n.d.; Manyi-Loh et al., 2013). The 
superior predictive power of the proposed methodology and with its capability of accurate 
classification of various group of putative hydrolyzers and acidogens, this might form the 
basis of routine bioprocess monitoring of campus anaerobic digester in near future.   
 
Figure 6-5. Newsprint cytometric fingerprints predictions off carbon source data. 
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Autoencoder model reconstruction MSEs on newsprint dataset are shown in Figure 6-6. 
NEWS 1 through 4 represent four data points in the 2 weeks batch of lab-scale anaerobic 
biodegradation of newsprint feedstock. As evident from the figure, NEWS 4 looks completely 
different than the average community. The autoencoder model run on newsprint dataset 
reconfirmed the results presented in Chapter 5 about CELL 2 community being weirdest of 
the normal community.  
 
Figure 6-6. Autoenconder reconstruction MSE on newsprint cytometric fingerprints. 
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These results from autoencoder model would be crucial in designing and operating the 
campus anaerobic digester since the process would now be engineered considering NEWS 4 
as the perturbed time point. The predictive power and ‘weirdest’ data point from the normal 
community would have applications in stochastic optimization in classical Chemical 
Engineering process design. It has a capability to transform the process engineering paradigm 
in which a process designer are currently trained on designs based on throughput rate, process 
yield and product purity (Doran, 1995). With the novel combination of cytometric 
fingerprinting and machine learning based toolchain, weaknesses in designs could be 
identified in much reliable, faster and high-throughput manner allowing process designers and 
process engineers to choose better alternatives in real time, bypassing conventional lab-pilot-
operations route.  
In addition benefitting the campus with sustainability applications, the proposed tool will 
help develop a new tier of digestion technology. Not only will the system be able to degrade 
waste more efficiently for energy production but it would also be enhanced with system 
controls to be self-sustaining. As the model becomes stronger with more data and further 
optimization of parameters, the campus anaerobic digester would be automation capable with 
sensors so future maintenance and operation will be minimal. The end results of this self-
sustaining, scaled up operation would not only generate renewable energy but also act as an 
educational demonstration model for the campus.  
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7. Conclusions and Future Work  
7.1. Major conclusion of this work 
The original hypothesis of this work that flow cytometry can classify microbial consortia 
based on morphological and metabolic characteristics stood true and the rationale that the 
proposed methodology complements existing technologies in rapid characterization of 
microbiome dynamics proven to be justified. However in order to make subsequent analysis 
more efficient and reduce subjectivity, there is a necessity to develop an automated pipeline to 
efficiently analyze the information in cytometric fingerprints. 
The major conclusions of this work were as follows:  
1. It is possibile to quantitatively discrimination between divergent microbiome using 
anaerobic microbial consortia perturbed with the controlled addition of various carbon 
sources. Exploiting the three dimensional flow cytometry signals namely cell size (FSC or 
forward scatter), cell granularity/morphology (SSC or side scatter) and autofluorescence 
(corresponding to the same excitation/emission wavelength as in AmCyan standard dye), it is 
possible to monitor and rapidly characterize the dynamics of the complex anaerobic 
microbiome associated with perturbations in external environmental factors. 
2. Flow cytometry was found comparable to traditional culture-independent techniques like 
ARISA. While ARISA measures diversity at the genomic level and flow cytometry measures 
diversity at the morphological level, there was an observed complementarity between the two 
measures. The flow cytometry-ARISA based method was sensitive enough to changes within 
5 d of perturbation to the community. 
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 3. With the limited dataset from the carbon source perturbed anaerobic microbiome, the 
machine learning algorithms were found to be very fast and comparable to the tradition 
microbial ecology statistical analysis.  FSC variables depicting cell size and morphology stood 
out the most important variable for the classification purpose. Community perturbed with the 
controlled addition of glucose and cellulose looked different than the normal community and 
that with the controlled addition of other carbon sources. Model comparison exercise based on 
predictive capabilities concluded that DL was best at predicting overall community but DRF 
was best for predicting the most important microbial group in the anaerobic digesters viz. 
Methanogens.    
4. The proposed flow cytometry based method demonstrated to be directly applicable in a 
fully functional industry scale anaerobic digester to distinguish between microbiome 
compositions caused by varying hydraulic retention time (HRT). Further proposed 
methodology have been demonstrated to be useful for monitoring the syntrophic resilience of 
the anaerobic microbiome perturbed under nanotoxicity the utility of proposed methodology 
beyond “Monitoring" and exploring its applications.  The proposed methodology has a 
potential for better "designing" and "operating" bioprocesses. 
7.2. Future research goals 
The research presented here demonstrates the utility of novel integration of flow 
cytometry with machine learning in facilitating the rapid characterization of the dynamics of 
microbial communities. As discussed in Chapter 3, structure and function of microbial 
communities manifests as unique combinations, or “cytometric fingerprints” of characteristics 
such as viability, metabolic activity, and morphology. Integrating Cytometric Fingerprinting 
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with Machine Learning (CFML) would be a powerful approach to detect changes in the 
structure and function of a microbial community in near-real time. Future research direction 
would be to improve CFML as a tool that increases the accuracy and throughput of 
microbiome characterization. The following specific goals could be targetted in the near 
future: 
1. Validate CFML as a methodology to allow rapid, high-throughput characterization of the 
dynamics of microbial community evolution: A different model community eg. from animal 
gut microbiome could be used for validation. 
2. Develop advanced analytic tools to automate the task of identifying and classifying samples 
based on cytometric fingerprints: Flow cytometry relies on manual gating for feature 
extraction. We propose novel algorithms to adapt to the raw data and produce fast 
and automated feature detection in flow cytometry samples, which can become the basis of 
classification and searching algorithms in an eventual cytometric fingerprinting database. 
3. Apply CFML and the automated analytical pipeline to facilitate early detection 
of subclinical bovine mastitis: Cytometric fingerprint is sensitive enough to detect and classify 
(type) subclinical mastitis, which can provide real time high throughput microbiological milk 
quality evaluation and appropriate antibiotic intervention strategies on dairy farms. 
7.2.1. Further validation of proposed methodology 
In order to assess correspondence between cytometric fingerprints and their genetic 
composition, subpopulations could be sorted using various combinations of the parameters, 
for instance, cell size (forward scatter), cell granularity/ morphology (side scatter), flavin 
autofluorescence, total DNA content (DAPI staining), metabolic activity, and fluorescence in-
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situhybridization (FISH) rRNA probes etc. Cells could be sorted using two-way sort option 
and most accurate sort mode (single and one-drop-mode; highest purity 99%) could be chosen 
for separating up to 5000 cells/sec. Sorted cell populations could be amplified, barcoded and 
sequenced with an Illumina MiSeq® to generate genomic information. Analysis of NGS data 
for the purpose of characterizing microbial communities takes two approaches: 1) “What 
groups of microorganisms seem enriched / attenuated under controlled perturbations” and 2) 
“Can the changes in these populations be justified based on the putative mechanism of the 
perturbation”. The expectation behind such studies is that empirically identified 
microorganisms can become ‘biomarkers’ for a specific perturbation or pathology of the 
microbiome. 
7.2.2. Dataset and analytical toolchain development 
 
As discussed in the Chapter 5, with the advancement of key technologies in flow 
cytometry, the number of parameters that can be measured are increasing exorbitantly year 
after year. Hence there is a need to develop automated algorithms to extract specific features 
from the cytometry dataset beyond a simple distance-based algorithms. These “fingerprints” 
would form the basis of further analysis, such as identification and classification of samples, 
as well as the development of autocorrelation functions that could be used to quantify the rate 
of perturbation over time. In essence, a ‘fingerprint’ is a partitioning of the multidimensional 
flow cytometry dataset into hyperrectangular regions such that each partition has similar 
amounts of informational entropy. In other words, it is a multidimensional histogram where 
the bin width is optimized to enclose equal amounts of Shannon’s information. Automated 
partitioning tools such as Flow-FP exist, however the problem with such tools is that they 
produce partitions based on informational entropy alone, without consideration or relevance to 
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the specific classification problem. Microbial ecosystems are highly dynamic and can show 
large variation in short timescales. An important question to answer in this domain would be, 
“How much dynamic variation is nominal to the treatment, and what specific variational 
patterns signify perturbation?”. 
An automated pipeline could be developed that introduces an iterative algorithm to 
solve for dataset partitions that optimize a machine classifier; it would help compress the 
information, making subsequent analysis more computationally efficient. The FlowFP 
package in R/Bioconductor has the capability to generate partitions with a fixed number of 
recursions. As the partitions get smaller, histograms of the within-sample and between-sample 
RMSD could be generated and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic could be used to rank order 
the partitions based on their contrast. Repeating this procedure on random subsets of the data 
could test the robustness of the optimal partitioning scheme. This optimal partitioning could 
be used on the much larger dataset in order to develop efficient machine learning models to 
identify the original cause of the perturbation, whether it be carbon sources, nanoparticles or 
antibiotics. 
This will reduce the subjectivity and time-consuming nature of manual data analysis of 
cytometric fingerprints. With an algorithm for contrast enhancement and an automated 
pipeline to find optimal partitions for a given objective function, the analysis of flow 
cytometry data will become repeatable, and automated. A direct benefit of this approach is 
that this algorithm will be able to identify the bounds of nominal variation within treatments, 
thereby reducing the likelihood of false positive biomarkers. This toolchain will permit life 
science researchers to focus on the design and interpretation of the experiment itself rather 
than on different analytical tools.  
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7.2.3. Applications of proposed methodology in early detection of subclinical bovine 
mastitis 
Bovine mastitis costs the US dairy industry $2 billion, an average of $200 per cow 
annually. Mastitis is currently diagnosed based on lymphocyte counts in milk, which are a 
non-specific marker of infection. The proposed methodology along with the toolchain 
developed above can potentially detect and classify (type) subclinical mastitis, which can 
provide high throughput microbiological milk quality evaluation and may be able to inform 
appropriate antibiotic intervention strategies in dairy farms.  
  Cytometric fingerprints could be developed for the identification of main mastitis-
causing pathogens using the multiple flow cytometry parameters. Variations in the number, 
function and viability of milk leukocytes determine the first-line immune defense of the 
bovine mammary gland. Cytometric fingerprinting technique could also be applied for 
somatic cell count and the differential inflammatory cell count along with the quantification of 
the portion of viable, apoptotic, and necrotic leukocytes isolated from the milk samples 
infected with different mastitis pathogens. The deep-learning based machine classifier 
approach could be applied to the mastitis dataset to create a classification of main mastitis-
causing pathogens. The most actionable and desirable outcome of this exercise would be a 
clear identification of the pathogen, and the number, function and viability of milk leukocytes. 
The proposed exercise will demonstrate the bridge between characterizing animal 
microbiomes and practical applications in agriculture. Furthermore, it would motivate the use 
of data- driven and monitoring-based approaches for the proper and judicious use of 
antibiotics in animal agriculture. In addition, this application overcomes a major practical 
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drawback of animal microbiome evaluation: While characterizing gut and superficial 
microbiomes of animals does provide unique insights, it is difficult to implement a practical 
microbiome collection protocol in the context of production agriculture. In contrast, using 
tools to evaluate the microbial composition of an animal product itself (viz. the milk) would 
make a persuasive case for adopting this technology in the field.  
7.3. Last words 
In addition to the goal of developing a breakthrough technology 
for microbiome characterization in anaerobic systems, the research presented here has a 
potential to benefit the broader microbial ecology research community by providing a rapid 
screening and characterization tool to discover patterns in dynamic microbiome responses to 
several stimuli. For instance, these tools could be used in the discovery of novel 
antimicrobials, useful probiotics, and in the advancement of our understanding of 
gastrointestinal infectious pathogens such as C. difficile in the context of healthy and 
perturbed microbial communities. Aspects of this research, including experimental 
methodologies and data analysis (R and Machine Learning) can be incorporated into the 
existing courses in the university curriculum and experiments from this project can be adapted 
as a laboratory exercise or term projects for undergraduate classes or a learning module 
including hands-on tools. This project will not only has a potential to be successful as a novel 
methodology that increases the accuracy and throughput of microbiome characterization via 
flow cytometry, but also opens a pathway to commercialize this tool.  
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APPENDIX A: Additional experimental results and output of model runs 
A.1. FSC-SSC plots for all flow cytometry samples showing percentages of cells in 
the prominent blobs. 
 
Figure A-1. FSC-SSC plots of flow cytometry samples fed with different carbon sources. 
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A.2. Live vs Dead cells in UCSD digester 
 
Figure A-2. FSC Express plots to elucidate the relative percentages of live vs dead cells in the samples obtained from UCSD. 
 
 
Figure A-3. Gel electrophoregram showing bacterial DNA bands (left) are much more obvious then archaeal (right) in the 
samples obtained from UCSD. 
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A.3. E. coli HB 101 growth curves 
 
Figure A-4. (Top) E. coli HB 101 growth curves under 3 different LB concentrations (A= 10 g/L, B= 20 g/L, C = 40 g/L). 
(Bottom) Alexa Fuor 488 mean intensity curves showing varying autofluorescence at different LB concentrations (dotted 
lines represent duplicates). 
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A.4. Flavin autofluorescence for UCSD samples 
 
Figure A-5. Live cell percentages in UCSD’s Digester 1 HRT=13 D (Blue) and Digester 2 HRT = 26 days (Red). 
 
 
Figure A-6. Flavin autofluorescence measured by mean fluorescence intensity in Alexa Fluor 488 channel can distinguish 
samples obtained from UCSD’s Digester 1 HRT=13 D (Blue) vs. Digester 2 HRT = 26 days (Red). 
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A.5. Predictive model run output for UCSD samples 
Model Details: 
============== 
 
H2OBinomialModel: deeplearning 
Model Key:  first_model  
Status of Neuron Layers: predicting label, 2-class 
classification, bernoulli distribution, CrossEntropy loss, 
640,802 weights/biases, 7.9 MB, 2,066 training samples, mini-
batch size 1 
  layer units             type dropout       l1       l2 
mean_rate rate_RMS momentum mean_weight 
1     1  3000            Input 10.00 %                                                           
2     2   200 RectifierDropout 50.00 % 0.000000 0.000000  
0.003909 0.002068 0.000000    0.000057 
3     3   200 RectifierDropout 50.00 % 0.000000 0.000000  
0.008427 0.024785 0.000000   -0.000398 
4     4     2          Softmax         0.000000 0.000000  
0.000899 0.000369 0.000000   -0.009646 
  weight_RMS mean_bias bias_RMS 
1                               
2   0.025627  0.499391 0.006595 
3   0.069718  0.998175 0.011197 
4   0.398366 -0.000081 0.016927 
 
H2OBinomialMetrics: deeplearning 
** Reported on training data. ** 
Description: Metrics reported on full training frame 
 
MSE:  0.3220701 
R^2:  -0.2882805 
LogLoss:  1.25982 
AUC:  0.778114 
Gini:  0.556228 
 
Confusion Matrix for F1-optimal threshold: 
         E    K    Error       Rate 
E      513  487 0.487000  =487/1000 
K      128  872 0.128000  =128/1000 
Totals 641 1359 0.307500  =615/2000 
 
Maximum Metrics: Maximum metrics at their respective thresholds 
                      metric threshold    value idx 
1                     max f1  0.007573 0.739296 386 
2                     max f2  0.000628 0.858992 397 
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3               max f0point5  0.028458 0.705271 362 
4               max accuracy  0.022889 0.713500 367 
5              max precision  0.999577 1.000000   0 
6           max absolute_MCC  0.021389 0.432644 369 
7 max min_per_class_accuracy  0.042678 0.698000 350 
 
H2OBinomialMetrics: deeplearning 
** Reported on validation data. ** 
Description: Metrics reported on temporary (load-balanced) 
validation frame 
 
MSE:  0.3958777 
R^2:  -0.5835108 
LogLoss:  1.752724 
AUC:  0.655518 
Gini:  0.311036 
 
Confusion Matrix for F1-optimal threshold: 
         E   K    Error       Rate 
E      191 309 0.618000   =309/500 
K       71 429 0.142000    =71/500 
Totals 262 738 0.380000  =380/1000 
 
Maximum Metrics: Maximum metrics at their respective thresholds 
                      metric threshold    value idx 
1                     max f1  0.003129 0.693053 387 
2                     max f2  0.000125 0.838710 398 
3               max f0point5  0.005741 0.625786 380 
4               max accuracy  0.005741 0.626000 380 
5              max precision  0.969332 0.800000   3 
6           max absolute_MCC  0.003129 0.272899 387 
7 max min_per_class_accuracy  0.025283 0.612000 343 
 
Scoring History:  
timestamp duration training_speed  epochs iteration samples 
training_MSE 
1 2015-12-02 20:45:24  0.000 sec                0.00000          
0    0.000000              
2 2015-12-02 20:45:28  5.030 sec   219 rows/sec 0.09950          
1  199.000000      0.32207 
3 2015-12-02 20:45:41 20.065 sec   203 rows/sec 1.03300         
10 2066.000000      0.04244 
4 2015-12-02 20:45:47 23.609 sec   200 rows/sec 1.03300         
10 2066.000000      0.32207 
  training_r2 training_logloss training_AUC 
training_classification_error validation_MSE 
1                                                                                        
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2    -0.28828          1.25982      0.77811                       
0.30750        0.39588 
3     0.83025          0.17720      0.98715                       
0.05050        0.34832 
4    -0.28828          1.25982      0.77811                       
0.30750        0.39588 
  validation_r2 validation_logloss validation_AUC 
validation_classification_error 
1                                                                                 
2      -0.58351            1.75272        0.65552                         
0.38000 
3      -0.39330            2.06235        0.66551                         
0.35600 
4      -0.58351            1.75272        0.65552                         
0.38000 
 
Variable Importances: (Extract with `h2o.varimp`)  
================================================= 
 
Variable Importances:  
  variable relative_importance scaled_importance percentage 
1     V913            1.000000          1.000000   0.000381 
2     V711            0.998849          0.998849   0.000380 
3    V1772            0.998077          0.998077   0.000380 
4    V2982            0.990547          0.990547   0.000377 
5    V1019            0.987840          0.987840   0.000376 
 
--- 
     variable relative_importance scaled_importance percentage 
2995    V1739            0.773655          0.773655   0.000295 
2996    V1115            0.773630          0.773630   0.000295 
2997     V846            0.765953          0.765953   0.000292 
2998     V600            0.755322          0.755322   0.000288 
2999     V842            0.744924          0.744924   0.000284 
3000      V29            0.733244          0.733244   0.000279 
 
 
 
